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the collar had two shiny, sharp looking spikes sticking out. Th e spikes were 
located in the center of the collar, pointing inward. It was easy to visualize 
them stabbing into a person’s spinal cord if they were unlucky enough to be 
wearing it.

“Th e cybernetic control collar!” Romero proclaimed.

Now Dr. Schmidt spoke up, pointing from the other side of the screen with 
his long plastic stick to a diagram that fl ashed onto the screen, replacing 
the previous image. Th e diagram was a drawing of a zombie head, neck and 
shoulders that illustrated how and where the collar fi t around a zombie’s 
neck, showing how the spikes would dig into the spinal cord.

“Th e collar taps directly into the central nervous system and fi lters all elec-
tronic brain impulses. Th is prevents attacks and creates impulses to respond 
obediently,” Dr. Schmidt explained.

Th e screen changed to a close-up of a map of the tropical islands of Haiti 
and surrounding regions. Off  the west coast of Haiti, in the ocean, there was 
an island which was highlighted with a yellow circle. Th e island was labelled 
“Ile de la Gonave, Haiti.” 

Dr. Romero’s pointer tapped on the island in the picture on-screen.

“While the rest of the world panicked, Dr. Schmidt perfected his process . . . 
here!” Romero proclaimed.

Th e footage on-screen now changed to a photo of a tropical poolside para-
dise. Palm trees and sun umbrellas reached proudly toward the sky. Around 
the pool sat fat white middle-aged wealthy looking people in swimsuits, 
lying on lawn chairs. Adult children or mistresses were in and about the 
pool in bikinis and swimsuits. Th ey were all being served and waited on 
by zombies with control collars. Th e zombies were bringing them drinks, 
towels, and anything else they might have desired. Some were even fanning 
people gently with large palm leaves.

“Creating a paradise for the world’s elite and wealthy!” Romero proudly 
exclaimed.

Romero looked back out into the room, expecting to see the same excite-


